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About This Game

The skies are yours as you master agile dragons in twisting, turning aerial speed trials. Learn precision control as you tackle pin-
point landings and the death-defying obstacle run. When you think you are ready, command the full fury of your dragon’s fire in

the combat courses. Burn your rivals, claw your way to the top, and soar on DragonWingsVR!

Take the reins and fly in VR with your motion controllers, or use a gamepad. It's your choice!

While DragonWingsVR is designed for VR, the game will run without VR equipment.
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Title: DragonWingsVR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Wyrmbyte
Publisher:
Wyrmbyte
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: recommended

English
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WOW! I like this game a lot! Mind you I've always liked the twin stick shooter universe. The graphics are great, the music is
good. But man, the mayhem jumps to very difficult quickly. Made it to level 10 and then a Boss becomes to much. Still great
game all around, grab yourself some Heckabomb today!. Now with this DLC and the v4.00 update, the game is very enjoyable.
Good job, but keep working on the game, there's still much to do and improve.
I love exploring and getting lost in the depths of new and unknown systems and finding strange alien forms.. WOW, this game
was really good! I have finished the normal levels and have not started new game +, but plan to in the future. This game is fairly
short, around 4 hours of gameplay.

PROS:

- soundtrack is atmospheric
- controls are good
- feels good to play
- looks great
- upgrades
- different weapon types
- farily easy
- levels are good
- new game + for replayability
- bosses are fun and not grindy
- a fair amount of enemy variety

CONS:

- the way the game deals with difficulty is just by throwing more enemies at you at once
- some of the menus don't work correctly
- final boss didn't really make a big appearence, and was kinda underwhelming, leaving me wondering "that's it?"

Overall, super good game! 8/10 in my book. UniBall has been a part of my life for over 17 years on and off and is a game that
will always have a special place in my heart for many reasons.

The game itself couldn't be simpler. It plays like a top down game of hockey, with a strong focus on both individual and team
skill that is the very definition of easy to play, hard to master. In the gaming world of 2017, this is an indie game that could
easily be ignored, but there's a reason why UniBall has stuck around. It is the purest sports game I've ever played, because what
you see is what you get. Nothing is obfuscated behind layers of controls, the only limit on your ability is yourself. You move,
you maneuver, you boost and you shoot.

The game has a small but loyal community that back at the turn of the millennium were mostly a bunch of idiot teenagers
addicted to this game while hurling various insults at each other. In some ways nothing has changed, but the community has
grown up together, and are so excited at the possibility of welcoming a new player-base to this small game.

Personally for me, this game is special because it's where I met my wife 15 years ago (Adman <3 Sevendust), and made many
life-long friendships along the way. So, please give this game a try. It's not pretty, but it has a heart and a sense of community
that triple A games wished they could ever match. I've given it thousands of hours of my life, but got something truly special in
return.. Basically just a fun little game that lets you fly around several different areas. (Places like a satellite, an island, some
hills, etc) The developer has plans to implement multiplayer and such, so I'd keep an eye on this game. Still fun in single player,
though! Overall I'd reccommend it, it's the base of something great.

Do bear in mind that it's not for those that are prone to motion sickness.. Second Impression (update to my first impression) :

I've been looking for another good "Puzzle Quest" style game. Up to this point, the only types of those games that I did like were
the actual Puzzle Quest series. Puzzle Kingdoms, Dungeon Hearts, and Legend of Fae were almost good, but not good enough in
comparison to the quality of the PQ series. I loved Runespell: Overture, but that involves cards instead of gems. I've been
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looking forward to Gyromancer for a while and had it held up in my backlog for even longer. I definitely enjoyed it at first,
though the latter half of the game may turn off some people. And like PQ, it does feel good to earn you wins through a bit a
strategy, but I found alot of "close calls" came out in my favor purely due to the luck of the way gems dropped on the board.

Instead of swapping adjacent gems horizontally or vertically, you swap them with a rotation tool of sorts. While unique, it does
feel rather annoying when you have an easy match, but can match gems because they are in a odd corner, to the left of your
cursor, or stuck near locked gems that can't be moved. This is part of the game design of course, but in the later levels
especially, you often feel like you may not have what you need to match gems to prevent damage to you or attack the enemy.
Only the player gets to make the gem swaps, but over time and also depending on which gems you swap, the enemy's ability
meter will increase until they activate and morph a gem into a timed attack gem on the board or cause a status effect to one or
both monsters. You then have a limited amount of turns to use that morphed gem in a match and remove it before it causes
damage to your monster. This generally requires strategy and a bit of luck. My other complaint is that the game does appear to
want you to potentially replay completed levels, as some paths of a stage are not cleared until after you beat it, which also mean
you can't complete all the stage challenges in one run.

One annoyance in gameplay I have is that you don't get enough items. In the start of the game, you get a few, but I never felt
like I needed them. Once I got into the 3rd part of the world map, rounds were harder and there were so many situations where I
could have used a Magic Mirror to rotate gems counter-clockwise or a Magick Key to unlock a locked gem, but couldn't because
I only had one left that I wanted to save or had none at all. Items are found in chests and not in any store, but it almost feel like
luck to get them because chests are found on certain parts of the level trail and you can't see the entire trail to know where to go.
You have to assume where your route will take you.

Another irritant is that it seems like you will probably need to grind to play the later half of the game succesfully. When my
monsters were around level 20+, I started seeing monsters at level 50 plus. Thankfully, some older levels will have paths you
couldn't get to before, but can now, but it also feels like a pretty articial way of extending the game more than it needed to be.

Gyromancer seems pretty good from the few hours I played. It doesn't keep my interest long enough which each sitting for me
to have long play sessions like I did with PQ. The need to grind and backtrack put me off a bit - I don't mind it in certain games,
but I don't really care for it here. That could be part of the reason it isn't well known, since this can get fairly difficult for
casuals. This is probably the next best thing to the Puzzle Quest series from what I played, outside of Runespell: Overture.. This
was a game that truly surprised me, both in terms of story and gameplay experience. I wasn't sure what to expect going in, but
upon finishing I was left with a feeling of amazement. The developer has really worked some magic; weaving a deep, emotional
story, utilizing simple mechanics in challenging ways, and creating a lush and vibrant environnment from simple means.

This is the most difficult game I've played this year. Death is around every corner, plenty of "bad ends" to encounter. Near the
beginning, I wanted to give up in sheer frustration several times (so happy I didn't)--but I always found myself coming back and
trying again. There are no healing items, and you have only a few hitpoints to last you throughout the game itself. Seems harsh,
but it feels right. As I played on, I wouldn't have it any other way. This game encourages you to learn from your mistakes and
put thought into every move you make. There are no unimportant decisions, everything has an impact. Sometimes...you choose
wrong, and you are helpless (or dead). Lends a sense of weight and realism to the survival aspect of the game. Making it through
to the end feels like a real accomplishment.

One of my absolute favorite things about the game is in its design. MEMENTO probably has some of the most original enemy
designs I have ever seen. I love the juxtaposition of the organic and the military. The cutscenes, although brief, are breathtaking
in their simplicity. With several endings and secrets to discover, there's replayability. MEMENTO has a style entirely its own. I
am already looking for more from the developer, and I can't wait to see what comes next!
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Arcade bullet hell shooter.
Doesn't offer anything. Lots of same kind of games around that are better made and have much more content. Save your chips.

Pros:
- Couldn't find any.

Cons:
- Short and boring.
- Lack of content.
- Graphics are bad.. This game is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game
mechanic.. Interesting abstraction on what is a drunk pilot. I'm always thinking "oh♥♥♥♥♥♥ oh♥♥♥♥♥♥". Liked the
graphics, the contrast.
I would love to see a second game, with more senseless destruction, and drunk visual effects.. this is a realy good game, where
you play a dictator. you must keep almost every group of people happy, you can decide what you want to do whit the population,
you can do your elections and even more!!!! this is a game where you are a pure dictator, and it gets shown by every side of it. if
you like games where you can build everything and where you rule, you should buy this game for shure. i hardly recommend
this game to everybody. it is the best of its kind!!. quot;If i see you next to never how we can we say forever...
wherever you go whatever you do.. i will be right here waiting for you". I work in the HVAC (Heating and Air Condition) world
and I must say this simple puzzle game has helped me in my own troubleshooting abilities, Fun game dont let my time fool you i
play this a lot on my laptop, very fun game makes u really think sometimes. 10/10. very cool would buy again. Only on the
second set of levels, but this game is pretty relaxing ... I'm just sitting here playing it and watching an episode of The League ...
overall smooth, great with controller and entertaining thus far.
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